New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
February 15, 2017 Meeting

Hi Everyone –
Wow! Another night with great attendance and enthusiasm! Heidi reports that we now have
35 paid members! NJNA is pleased to welcome Ellen B to our group. Ellen heard about us from
Cathryn. Ellen is practicing for her retirement next month by spending lots of days at the
Edwardian Needle! Fun fact: Ellen has taught five of her six grandkids to stitch!
Diane opened the meeting with a thank you to Linda and Mr. M for safely delivering our
needlework to the Woodlawn exhibit. In 2017, NJNA will have another great showing with 15
pieces on display from our chapter! This is a great exhibit near Mt. Vernon, Virginia; I can highly
recommend it as a great trip for anyone who appreciates great stitching – the exhibit runs for
all of March. Nelly’s Needlers does a charming lunch on the property and Sue C can tell you
that you really need to go through several times to fully appreciate all of the wonderful pieces!
Those of you who follow our blog heard all about Linda M’s adventure in delivering our pieces,
including a lovely new needlepoint shop along the route! And most of us never get tired of
shopping for threads, etc!
I’d like to remind Diane that she took an ACTION ITEM to send out directions on how to find
the blog and how to contribute to the blog. With this Alaska job, I have fallen woefully behind
in getting out invitations to blog – all members are welcome to blog for NJNA – please let me
know if you haven’t gotten an invite.
The SOTM group met on the second Saturday in February at Sue C’s house. Most of the group
is starting on their 2017 project but there are a few of us laggards who are still working on prior
year’s projects. This year there were two potential projects:



“Stars of the New Millennium” by Tony Minieri
“My Way” by Carolyn Mitchell.

Please let Sue C know if you think you want to join us; you will need to order the directions
from one of the area shops.
Appropriately, Sue C announced that Needleworker’s Delight is hosting a Carolyn Mitchell trunk
show. There are a lot of needlepoint ornaments and a few regular sized canvasses. So this is
another chance to become familiar with this designer.
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Tina announced our upcoming workshop of David McCaskill’s “Background Sampler 2” and
taught by Cathryn C. The workshop will be held in Metuchen (Edison) in the stitching room at
Needleworker’s Delight on September 16, September 17, and November 12. This is a chance
for our newer members to learn how classes and seminars are typically run. Tina was pleased
to announce that we now have ten sign-ups -- so that guarantees that the workshop is a “go”.
A coupon and $25 will hold your place in the workshop. The deposit is non-refundable unless
the workshop fails to go.
We will order the workshop kits from David McCaskill, but you have an option of about ten
colorways – your choice is due by the April meeting. $100 will cover the instructions, canvas,
and threads. A teaching fee will be assessed when the size of the class is known. Minimum
attendance is 10; maximum is 24. The $25 deposit will go toward the cost of the class! So,
SAVE THE DATES! I am looking forward to learning some good small stitches to use on my
Lombard Street canvas!
Carol read a note from the Bernard’s Library thanking NJNA for our donation to the library.
NJNA is very fortunate to get the meeting space at no cost, so this donation is our way of
thanking the library for the wonderful space and all of their accommodation to our needs.
In that vein, the library is holding a “Maker’s Day” on March 25. NJNA will participate and
would appreciate your volunteering to display some items, to sit at our table to demonstrate
stitching, or to teach interested participants. Diane took another ACTION ITEM to revamp our
tri-fold brochure for the event.
Carol requested that we bring all of last year’s projects to the March meeting and reminded us
that anyone who completed three or more will get a small reward!
Mally reported that she sent a thank you to the Edwardian Needle for providing a gift certificate
for last year’s completion drawing. Diane’s card for HISTF was pulled from over 180 entries!
Carol prodded us to work on our NJNA nametags and passed out the design and canvas to
anyone who needed it. Cindy H will be teaching us how to finish them at the March meeting
and we are supposed to have them complete by May. (Or, by NJ Needlefest if you are going).
In June, we are going to do a quick project called “Candy Corn” and it’s just what it sounds like!
This cute character will be fun to stitch and we plan a program on finishing before October!
Cathryn rolled out the big project for this year: “Shell Game” by Dakota Rogers. NJNA still has a
few sets of instructions; the cost to participate is $15.
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This month we received the first pages of the instructions that tell us about the threads and
canvas that will be required. Cathryn gave us several options in addition to the original
colorway but she encouraged us to choose our own as well. The instructions are for Congress
Cloth and you will have to upsize to 14-inch stretcher bars and #5 perle cotton if you are doing
it on 18-count. Everything else is the same.
We will begin stitching at the April meeting and Cathryn asked us to come in with our canvas on
the stretcher bars, the top center marked, and a small marking 4 inches down from the center
top on 18-count canvas or 3.5 inches down from the center top on Congress Cloth.
Next month I will be in Alaska (working) and so I’d like to offer my thanks in advance to Jill who
offered to do the meeting summary in my absence!
I hope you enjoy the show and tell pictures.
Cheers,
Rosie
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Show and Tell

Carol completed “Swirling Tulips” by Gail Stafford. This was a class she took at the New Orleans
seminar. Carol loves bargello and would consider doing this in another colorway. She is
thinking of having Edwardian Needle make it into a pillow for her new home in South Carolina!

Nancy W had these holiday packages framed at Clinton Falls Framing and Art Gallery. She and
Joan S both stitched this piece, but the framing is unique to each. This one is padded so that
the fancy bows stick out; no glass. I think this is an incredibly fun piece!
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Speaking of yummy……This is Sue C’s “Chocolate” by Nancy Cucci. You will see below two other
Nancy Cucci pieces that Sue C finished this month. I put each of them on their own page
since the details are so small! Chocolate was one of Sue C’s classes at the New Orlean’s
seminar. I’m guessing that this was one of the more popular pieces offered.
The first thing I want to draw your attention to is the initials in the very right-hand
bottom block. They are subtle, so look closely. This is, along with beading, one of
Nancy’s signature techniques (no pun). Sue needed to use it in all three of these
projects. When Sue realized that all three were done except for the signature block, she
decided to tackle the technique and learn it! So three finishes in one month!!!
Congratulations, they look great!
The other thing to notice is the pink mat (sorry for the poor photo). She and the framer
had just about decided on a beige mat when they tried the pink one on for kicks! WOW
– it is perfect! This piece is hanging in Sue’s kitchen!
Perfect!
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Surf’s up!
This is Sue C’s “Summer Surf” also by Nancy Cucci. She was able to get this class as a ghost
through the San Bernardino ANG chapter.
Did you catch the initials?
Both this and Chocolate were framed by Frame Experts in Mendham.
This one is hanging in Sue’s newly-done, painted-to-match powder room!
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This is Sue C’s “Sisters” by Nancy Cucci and the other class that Sue took in New Orleans.
(Disclaimer: I took this class too, but I have less than one square done! !!!)
Sue included both her initials and her sister’s initials on this one. It will be a gift for Sue’s sister,
so Sue plans to have it framed in Texas where her sister lives. So NJNA won’t be able to see the
framed version unless Sue can talk Bibs into sending a picture!
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Last, this is our November chapter project, Windmills at Stinson Beach.
Left: Diane
Right: Rosie
Both used stash!
Don’t they look different?

